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SPORTS

Darrius Campbell ‘17 and
Rachel Chappell ‘18 take a
stance on new film Get Out.

Halley Posner ‘18 talks with
Laura Pietropaoli ’17 about
her senior dance thesis.

See Page 2

Bates’ swim teams
finish historic
season with strong
showing at NCAA
meet.

See Page 5

See Page 8

Ryancare or Trumpcare? New coffee in
Batesies learn about the implications of the American
Health Care Act.

Four experts discuss the state of healthcare in America.
CHRISTINA PERRONE/THE BATES STUDENT
CHRISTINA PERRONE
STAFF WRITER

On March 9, Congressman
Paul Ryan proposed the longpromised health care bill to replace
Obamacare. Bates Democrats, Bates
Republicans, Bates Health Initiative
and Crystal Williams, the Associative Vice-President at Bates College
organized a talk to educate students
about the Affordable Care Act, and
what it would mean to replace it.
The talk featured a panel of experts across the political spectrum.
The first speaker was Dr. Dervilla

Smoke
and
mirrors

McCann ‘77, a cardiologist and
executive in the Accountable Care
Organization at Central Maine
Healthcare. “Before 1965 about half
of all elderly patients in the United
States had no health insurance,” began Dr. McCann, “But today, after
the passage of Medicare and Medicaid about one in every three Americans are covered by one of those two
health insurance systems.” Medicare
is federally funded by taxpayers and
was originally designed by President
Lyndon B. Johnson for older adults.
It is responsible today for 50 million patients and pays for hospitalizations, vaccines, drugs, and office

visits. On the other hand, Medicaid
was a program designed for children
and low-income adults. It is dually
funded by the state and the federal
government. Medicaid gives states a
burden of cost, and what Paul Ryan’s
plan proposes to do is to provide
fixed block grants to states to cover
the burden of Medicaid. However,
what happens when the block grants
are insufficient? Medicaid currently
insures 70 million patients. President Johnson intended for Medicare
and Medicaid to insure the most
vulnerable citizens. The rest of sociSee HEALTH CARE ACT, PAGE 4

Commons

Seacoast Coffee Company is the new coffee
provider in Commons.

Commons has made a switch in coffee providers.
JOHN NEUFELD/THE BATES STUDENT
MARIAM HAYRAPETYAN
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

Commons has recently changed
their coffee provider to Seacoast
Coffee Company. The process of
selecting coffee was collaborative,
for Commons workers organized
three coffee tastings for students and
staff — there were two during lunch
and one during dinner. It was hard
to miss the coffee tasting, for there
were large posters by the entrance
and the warm smell of coffee struck
one by the entrance.
The preference determined
through sampling was the Seacoast
Coffee Company which is located in

Portland, Maine where “they artisan
roast their beans in small batches
and deliver them within days of
roasting to ensure freshness.” Further, the company practices sustainability by “minimizing the use of
cardboard in their packaging, recycling and composting and they are
members of MOFGA - the Maine
Organic Farmers and Growers Association.” The company is socially
responsible and makes it their goal
to contribute to non-profit groups
that support the well-being of the
environment, people, and animals.
To learn more about the new
coffee provided, please contact
Cheryl Lacey and be sure to try the
coffee.

We couldn’t do anything but
enjoy our stay

Should Bates become a tobaccofree campus?
JESSE SAFFEIR
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Does Bates have a smoking
problem? Or does Bates have an image problem? Imagine a smoke-free
Bates… it would be pretty, right?
No smelly smoke, no smokers loitering in the quad? The Bates College Public Health Initiative recently sent out a survey to the student
body asking for our opinions on
Bates becoming a smoke-free campus. I feel compelled to respond to
the administration by asking them
to consider what prompts the initiative. Is it genuine concern about students’ health? Or is it the desire to
make Bates appear, on the surface,
to be a healthy, happy community?
I understand the impulse to end
smoking on the campus. Of course
we want to live in a healthy community. But will banning smoking
actually help people stop smoking?
Or will it further stigmatize a group
of students who already feel marginalized? Let’s take a quick glance
at the demographics of smokers in
the United States. According to the
Center for Disease Control, people
who come from lower socioeconomic backgrounds, people identifying
with multiple ethnicities, and peoSee SMOKE, PAGE 3

Geoff Pyke ’18 stands at the front of the ensemble.
JAMES MACDONALD/THE BATES STUDENT
Pietropaoli combines multiple mediums in her thesis.
JAMES MACDONALD/THE BATES STDUDENT
HALLEY POSNER
MANAGING ARTS&LEISURE EDITOR

There are three things a Batesie
must do before graduation: jump
into The Puddle in February, climb
Mount David, and complete a thesis. The first two tasks are relatively
easy and short. A person could accomplish the former in under five
seconds and the latter in fifteen. But
thesis is different. Surmounting that
last hurdle requires time, dedication
to the subject, and a drive to finish.
Laura Pietropaoli ’17 is a double
major in Dance and Rhetoric who
just performed her Dance thesis
entitled, Enjoy Your Stay. Her project was a culmination of countless
hours of research, choreography,
and rehearsals that ultimately gave

the audience a captivating thirty
minute show.
For any student undertaking a
project on the thesis-level, the first
step to success is a solid foundation. In an interview Pietropaoli
remarked, “I’ve learned from a
wide range of teachers and artists
who all have a myriad of methods
for creating, different instincts and
preferences, and varied philosophies
about performing arts.” That knowledge and experience led this senior
to choreograph her piece differently.
Pietropaoli did away with the
normal hierarchy found in the
dancer-choreographer
relationship. Danielle Ward ’20, a member
of the six-person ensemble notes
See ENJOY YOUR STAY, PAGE 5

Engaging body and mind, performers intrigue the audience.
JAMES MACDONALD/THE BATES STUDENT
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Get out and see Get Out

PHOTO COURTESY OF CREATIVE COMMONS.
DARRIUS CAMPBELL
RACHEL CHAPPELL
CONTRIBUTING WRITERS

If you have not seen the American comedy horror, “Get Out,” directed by the talented comedian,
actor, and filmmaker, Jordan Peele,
then you are missing out on life.
You may think that I am over exaggerating, but in actuality, “Get Out”
demonstrates the life that many minorities, especially black Americans,
face on a day-to-day basis. Although
the plot of the movie – black guy
visits his white girlfriend’s family – may not pertain to everyone,
I believe the message that the film
conveys is extremely important and
educational.
Chris Washington, played by

black British actor Daniel Kaluuya,
is persuaded by his white girlfriend,
Rose Armitage, as played by Allison
Williams, to travel to Rose’s parents’
home. From the opening scene of
the film, the couple makes it clear
that they are in a fun and romantic
relationship. Rose and Chris appear
to love each other, but later on in the
film, Rose makes it clear that blood
is always thicker than water. Chris is
skeptical about going to her parents’
house and displays his skepticism by
asking Rose if her parents know that
he is black. I could be wrong, but
I think this question goes through
every black person’s head when they
want to pursue a serious relationship
with someone outside of their race.
Rose’s response to Chris’s question
is very similar to people who would
argue for a color-blind society. Rose

asks, “should I have told them that
you are black?” Rose assures Chris
that she would have told him if her
parents were racist; she even states
that her dad, were it possible, would
have voted Obama in for a third
term (as if that phrase is supposed
to make a black person feel more
comfortable around white people).
Rose’s playful nature and good looks
makes her easy to like; in reality, her
actions and sense of ease in the face
of Chris’s concerns could be taken
as Rose being ignorant and indifferent towards issues that black people
face.
Throughout the film, Daniel is
very strong-willed, which I believe is
an accurate reflection of many minorities today. Even when minorities
do not want to admit it, they face
great injustices regularly; however,

the culture we live in leaves no time
for emotional reflection. American
culture has programmed us to push
through all adversities; being successful is valued over reflecting and
healing from the micro aggressions
and discrimination minorities face
throughout their lives. Within the
film, Anna’s mother, Missy Armitage, was able to hypnotize Daniel
by persuading him to discuss the
death of his mother. The death of
his mother was definitely a touchy
subject, but Missy had no problem
probing. Throughout the film, Daniel remains strong and level-headed.
Due to his love for Anna, he allows
the micro aggressions (e.g., hearing
things like “blacks have a superior
genetic make up,” being referred to
as a beast, assuming the only black
person black people in golf know
is Tiger Woods, etc.) to fly over his
head. However, the moment Daniel
is faced with the death of his mother
his weakness becomes evident. Daniel was still dealing with his mother’s
death, but he was forced to face it
when Missy brought it up, thus getting into Daniel’s head and placing him in a ‘sunken place.’ Rachel
Chappell ’18 stated that the sunken
place is “constant place of paranoia,
of pain, of confusion, of disillusionment.” Because of all of the injustices that occur towards and around
people of color from police brutality
to blatant everyday racism, the idea
of minorities living within a sunken
place within their minds is very real.
Every time I watch the film, I
notice some new hidden message
that gets me thinking. The first time
I watched it, I really took note of the
‘sunken place’ Chris was hypnotized
into. The second time I watched
the film, I noticed two things: the
non-mixing of cereal and the very
accurate acting that is portrayed
within the film. In one scene of the
movie, Anna is seen looking up her
next black victim online, while eating Fruit Loops. She ate each Fruit
Loop individually, drinking the
milk from a glass in between. Everyone eats differently, but, to me, An-

na’s method implied a disapproval of
mixing.
I also noticed the fascination
with black skin. Rose’s grandmother was essentially hypnotized by
the black body of the housekeeper,
Georgina (played by Betty Gabriel). The way hypnotized Georgina rubbed her smooth black skin
in her window reflection made the
audience question is there something mentally wrong with Georgina or is she is really in love with
herself. The way she was caressing
her skin seemed like she was infatuated. Some friends brought up
black beauty standards and how
black people are stereotypically
known to have smoother, youngerlooking faces as compared to other
races. When keeping this particular
idea in mind, it seemed like Rose’s
grandmother wanted to be placed
in a black women’s body so that she
could have the genetic qualities that
black people have.
The third time I watched the
film, I noticed my desire for the
black guy to actually live within a
horror film for once. There is a stereotype that black people are always
one of the first people to die within
a horror film, but “Get Out” lets the
main protagonist of the film fight
his way to freedom.
I urge everyone to watch this
film. I have seen “Get Out” three
times so far and I do not plan on
stopping until I can truly enjoy the
masterpiece without any reflection
on hidden messages. The film was
superb and if I had to rate it out of
10, I would give the film an 11; it
really exceeded my expectations. I
cannot wait to watch it for a fourth
time. I want to give a brief shout
out to Jordan Peele for becoming
the first black director and writer to
reach over $100 million at the box
office for his film. This films demonstrates that America may finally be
interested in engaging in conversations about race.

Definitive ranking of the best campus study spots
HANNAH TARDIE
MANAGING FORUM EDITOR

As the semester comes to a close
and the sun starts to come out, it is
an important time for Bates students
to choose the perfect burrow to finish up their final papers. Whether an
academic building, a common room
in a dorm, or the reflective Salter
Room in the library, Bates has just
about every study spot your heart
desires. So, the moment you have
been waiting for has now arrived: I
have compiled a definitive list of the
best spots on campus where you can
study.
10. The Ronj
The Ronj has the aroma of coffee, the ambience of internet DIY
decorations, and the attitude of
a social activist. Whether you are
looking to talk to your friends and
pretend you are studying, or take
Insta-worthy photos of the gorgeous
shadows the uneven shades make
when the sun hits through the windows, the Ronj is there for you. If
you need a quiet place to do work
BY YOURSELF and do not want to
be judged for your lack of fashion
sense, or your misconceptions about
farmer’s markets, the Ronj is not the

place for you. If you are interested
in which outing club kids are dating
and which are no longer friends, the
Ronj is the place for you. All those
first-floor-Ladd-table people move
to the Ronj after 8 pm. It is like an
alternative Bachelor hotel for Bates
students.
Pro Tip: Find access to every syllabus for every E.S. class on
campus and navigate the times you
come in based on the workload of
those classes. You will find a much
less crowded Ronj.
9. PGill Atrium
If you want a bizarre mix of class
years who nonetheless wear bean
boots and flannel, the Atrium is the
perfect place for you. The Atrium is
the closest thing you can get to the
ideal study room you never had in
high school. Busy and loud for the
five-minute passing periods between
classes, the Atrium provides you
with just enough distractions to finish your work during the day. It is
undeniably the best option to pull
an all-nighter, as it has 24-hour access and comfy couches to sleep on.
If you are looking for trees bigger
than the ones that line the puddle,
the Atrium is the place for you.
Pro Tip: Figure out your com-

mons crush’s class schedule based on
when they eat their meals. Sit with
your back to the puddle and stare
out so you can get a few extra moments of that special looking when
they finish the intro class they are
taking for a GEC they have no interest in.
8. Frank’s Lounge
Ah, the original new-dormstudy-lounge. If you want a modern layout and den delivery, Frank’s
Lounge is a great spot to study. With
a fireplace and private study rooms
on the second floor, this 280 haven
is much cozier than the sanitary
dorm rooms you will find surrounding it. Excellent spot for those living
in Rand or 280, not worth the walk
if you live anywhere else.
7. OIE
No matter who you are you are
always welcome at the OIE, as long
as you are respectful. An eclectic mix
of furniture and people, the OIE has
never disappointed. If it gets too
loud you can move to the pool tables
in Chase or even the Den.
Pro Tip: Check your privilege at
the door.
6. Chu Hall
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Since I have never studied here
but have always lusted over the
glossy windows and minimalist architecture, I have taken to two experts on the building, seniors Henry
Baird and Austin Lee. Here is what
they have to say about the muchanticipated study spaces of the new
dorm:
“When I first stepped foot in the
Chu Dormitory, I thought ‘Wow.
What a dynamic new space that
not only promotes synergistic workflow productivity, but also provides
stunning views of the Bates campus and Lewiston at large.’ Sleek,
state-of-the-art study rooms are just
steps away from a restaurant-quality
kitchen; feed your mind, and then
your stomach! The fun, yet respectful group of diverse students will
help transform this dormitory into
a second home (well, minus Mr.
Whiskers that is!) I mean, hey - it
certainly is a great day to be a Bobcat!’” -Henry Baird ‘17
“It’s nice.” -Austin Lee, 2017
5. Ladd second floor, sofas up
against the windows next to the
tall plant and a lamp
Easily my favorite study spot
on campus. You get the full effect: the nice plant thing, the nice
lamp thing, the better than average
view, and a sofa just uncomfortable
enough that you cannot fall asleep
while working. The only thing heard
here is the rapid clicking on laptops
– which at first might be intimidating, but serves as a great reminder of
the mundane nature of the competition for survival in the workplace
that awaits you for the rest of your
life! If you are ever wondering what
it’d be like to work in an office, try
out one of the cubicles; the fluorescent lighting is a great introduction
to the capitalist sellouts we will one
day be. Truly, the only problem with
this study spot is its inconsistent
temperature. If you want to study
in a sauna go there any time before
two P.M. when the sun is out; if you
want to freeze, sit next to a less than
flattering window that has become

a mirror without the sun) any time
after six P.M. If you are truly looking for a place where there are no
excuses not to be working, the Ladd
second floor sofas up against the
windows is the place for you.
Pro Tip: Cough to assert your
dominance and glare unrequitedly
at anyone who dares talk to their
friends.
4. Olin classroom on the second floor, across from the women’s restroom
Come here past four P.M. and
the place is yours. Just make sure
there are no a cappella rehearsals
scheduled that night.
3. Third floor Hedge Hall
If you like good views, desks,
sofas, and have friends, third floor
Hedge is a nice spot to snag. Wake
up early to get it on time and spread
out so that no one else can join.
Pro Tip: Stream porn without
headphones to get the random people who came in to study with you
to leave.
2. 4th floor Roger Williams
Better views, big TVs – generally an upgrade from third floor
Hedge. This space is for all those
who like to live large and act bougie
during their study time.
1. FSU Common Room
Without a doubt the absolute
best place to study on campus. Multiple sofas, a piano, a full kitchen
with a stove for home brewed tea,
and the quietest hipsters you will
ever meet. You will never get questioned in the most attractive and
largest common room on Frye
Street. This is what you always wanted the Ronj to be, except here you
need to be your own barista.
Pro Tip: Pretend you live there.
Honorable Mentions:
Ladd basement, WGS study
room in PGill, The Den, Computer
Lab in Roger Williams, and that
creepy basement room in PGrew.
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The truth is more important now than ever
WILL MURRAY
ASSISTANT FORUM EDITOR

Modern advertisements seldom
move me. Even ads that are lauded
for their meaning seem to reveal latent capitalistic motives or flowery
platitudes when stripped down to
their bare elements. But last week,
during the Oscars, The New York
Times aired an advertisement that
made me think.
In this deceptively-minimalist
advertisement, their first in over a
decade, The Times explores a singular idea: truth.
Beginning with words, “The
truth is…,” the three words are
completed by a multitude of statements, drawing from all points on
the political spectrum. In quick
succession, statements range from,
“The truth is a woman should dress
like a woman,” to “The truth is
women’s rights are human rights.”
In its thirty second duration, the ad
nails down more than a fair share of
American controversies – along with
women’s rights, the advertisement
encompasses border politics, the
refugee crisis, the Black Lives Matter
movement, healthcare, gun control,
and climate change.
At around the halfway point,
the advertisement takes a turn.
The flashing statements, previously
shown in comprehensible time in-

tervals, begin to materialize and
vanish in rapid succession. Soon,
each statement bleeds into next —
completely indistinguishable from
those that came before and followed. Nearing the tail end of the
advertisements 30 second duration,
the statements, and the ideas therein, have devolved into indecipherable blurriness. As the ad comes to
a close, a final statement appears on

concludes, we are left with one certainty: how crucial the truth is. In
this way, the ad conveyed a simple
message: with the messy political
climate of today, our role as journalists is to sort through this murkiness
and pursue “truth.”
Despite this nuanced message,
the advertisement was met with
some backlash – most notably from
our president. On his notorious

PHOTO COURTESY/ THE NEW YORK TIMES

the screen: “The truth is more important now than ever.”
The ad invoked a visceral feeling
in me; as the statements blur together in the final moments, I was impressed by not only the murkiness
of the sentences themselves, but the
murkiness of contemporary American media. But as the advertisement

twitter page, Trump writes, “For
first time the failing @nytimes will
take an ad (a bad one) to help save
its failing reputation. Try reporting
accurately & fairly!” And this statement, of course, is one of many in
which Trump has derided media
outlets. A few months back, Trump
tweeted that “the FAKE NEWS me-

dia,” expressly The New York Times,
CNN, and NBC, is “not my enemy,
it is the enemy of the American
People! SICK!” Though statements
like these might declare otherwise,
Trump has painted a grim portrait
of some of America’s most trustworthy news outlets.
As our president’s Twitter suggests, the goal of Truth is by no
means a simple one to achieve. But
I am not writing this article out
of hopelessness; on the contrary, I
think that The New York Times ad
underscores the pursuit of Truth as
a principle that can unite us, regardless of political standpoint or party
affiliation. But more important, I
think, is how this pursuit of truth
works on the small scale, too.
For me and the Times both, we
pursue truth through journalism;
but lest we forget the multitude of
other outlets. We pursue truth in
the classes we take. We pursue truth
through the books we love, and the
books we hate. We pursue truth in
laboratories and in studios. We pursue truth in the music we listen to
and the music we make. We pursue
truth through art. We pursue truth
in our conversations.
So, through whichever medium
suits you, keep pursuing. It is more
important now than ever.
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Tomi Lahren goes pro-choice

BatesRates

MARY SCHWALBE
MANAGING FORUM EDITOR

Spring is here

And Dairy Joy is open.

Mud and puddles next to sidewalks

It’s not snow, but those Bean Boots still come in handy.

The woman all of your Facebook friends love to hate just announced via Twitter that she’s prochoice. Tomi Lahren has been the
butt of many jokes and aggressive
rants. Lahren, a host on conservative online news site “The Blaze”,
has had multiple videos go viral for
her angry commentary on political
issues such as Colin Kaepernick’s
protest and #BlackLivesMatter. Lahren is a self-described conservative
and a Trump supporter - her videos
are evidence of this. This makes her
admission on “The View” shocking
to those that have seen any of her
television appearances and social
media posts.
Lahren’s argument for her position on abortion comes from her
belief in limited government. “I’m
pro-choice and here’s why: I can’t sit
here and be a hypocrite and say I’m
for limited government but I think
that the government should decide

what women should do with their
bodies.” Lahren continued, “I can
say, you know what, I am for limited
government so stay out of my guns
and you can stay out of my body as
well.”
Despite the fact that I disagree
with Tomi Lahren on pretty much
all of her views, I am pleased with
the consistency she is showing in
her political beliefs. Much of the
Republican Party’s platform is contradictory – it believes in limited
government in some respects, writing, “We call for removal of… overregulation of start-up enterprises,
excessive licensing requirements
[and] needless restrictions…” but
then calls for the reversal of abortion
and same-sex marriage legalization.
On the issue of abortion, it is hard
to construct an anti-choice argument while endorsing limited government. Recognizing this, Lahren
changed her stance. At least Tomi
has picked a principle to which her
political opinions should adhere.
This is not to say Tomi has always been consistent. She has said

before that she is not pro-choice
and called those who are “baby killers,” but I do not believe we should
necessarily condemn someone for
amending their views. My stance on
many issues has evolved and developed as I have grown and learned as
a person, but I acknowledge where
my past views have been problematic or contradictory. Lahren should
take responsibility for the faults in
her past views (though, to her, the
faults were likely more ideological
than moral) and stand firm in her
current beliefs.
I am not excusing Tomi for her,
at times, hateful beliefs. However,
constructive discussions are much
more attainable when a clear and
consistent philosophy supports one’s
views rather than an ideology where
one can pick and choose which freedoms they want to promote and
limit. Obviously, the Democratic
Party is not immune to this criticism
either. In order to progress, we need
to develop platforms that facilitate
debate and discussion.

Add/Drop on Monday

Frantically wake up at 7 am to snag that open spot.

Mount David Summit coming up

@TheBatesStudent
facebook-instagram-twitter

The highlight of the academic year.

SMOKE

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

Trump’s budget

Cuts to PBS, EPA, NEA, and many other beloved acronyms.

Gala and Lick-It this weekend

Exciting to see friends dressed up, social anxiety at a high.

-ple in the LGBTQ+ community all smoke at higher than average rates. Banning smoking on campus will allow the administration to
discriminate against these already
marginalized groups. Instead of
ostracizing this part of our community, maybe we should instead
be thinking about how to support
Bates smokers who wish to quit.
As a former smoker, I can tell
you that laws against smoking do
not do much to deter people from
smoking. When I started smoking
at 16, I simply paid older people to
buy me cigarettes. Banning smoking
at Bates will not cut down on the
rates of smoking, it will just get people in trouble for smoking – most
likely the students who can least afford to be in trouble. I suggest that
The Bates College Public Health
Initiative consider the War on
Drugs in the United States. Instead
of lowering the rates of drug use,
these policies allowed law enforce-

ment to discriminate against people
of color, and led to an epidemic of
incarceration of young black men.
By contrast, countries like Switzerland focused on treatment and rehabilitation, which saw rates of drug
use dramatically decline. During my
time at Bates, I have never once seen
a flyer about the dangers of smoking, and I have never once heard of
any resource on campus to help students quit. And yes, I was looking,
because this year I have been trying
to quit after four years of smoking.
It was only with the support of my
friends here that I have finally been
able to give up cigarettes for good.
I would like to suggest to the Public Health Initiative that they focus
their efforts on helping students
quit smoking, rather than penalizing smokers.
Like the Bates College Public
Health Initiative, I too hope that
one day Bates becomes a smokefree campus. But the Public Health

Initiative proposes a campus that
appears to be smoke-free when, in
reality, the smokers on campus are
hidden from public view. I envision
a campus that is actually smoke-free,
because students have received the
support they need to quit. The way
to fix a problem is not to ignore it
and push it aside in hopes that it will
disappear.
So, dear Bates College Public
Health Initiative: do you actually
want to end smoking at Bates? If so,
I suggest that you focus on prevention and treatment rather than criminalization. If treatment programs
do exist, Bates could certainly work
on better promoting them. The only
thing that this proposed ban will do
is make Bates appear to be a smokerfree campus, one that will look appealing to rich parents looking to
send their children to school in a
clean, protective environment. Or is
that what you are aiming for?
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HEALTH CARE ACT
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
ety used competition between insurance companies to keep the cost of
premiums down.
“Poor President Johnson’s fatal mistake when he wrote into law
Medicare and Medicaid was to trust
health systems and physicians to
self-govern. The result of this naiveté was runaway health costs. By
receiving government insurance,
patients were insensitive to the actual cost of their care—they never
paid their bill, somebody else paid
it for them...Hospitals and doctors
saw the government as de-pocketed
and generous patrons, so the cost of
American health care skyrocketed,
but the increased price did not come
with increased quality,” said Dr. McCann.
Since 1965, the government has
scrambled to find ways to expand
insurance while keeping costs low.
According to Dr. McCann, Richard
Nixon had the most comprehensive,
universal health care systems. However, he was unseated before it was
written into law. Obama’s Affordable Care Act bill (ACA), otherwise
known as Obamacare, was passed in
order to better the health care system
that left many Americans in need of
affordable health care. Dr McCann
explains, “Two key decision points
happened with the implementation
of the ACA. One was the creation of
state run exchanges. An area where
inexpensive insurance could be paid
for by the individual. The second,
key element was the expansion of
the Medicaid program a cost that
was shared by the Federal Government and the state.” Even though
the states were given the burden of
cost to insure more people through
Medicaid, the Federal Government
was going to underwrite a lot of it.
Before The Affordable Care Act,
Insurance companies could deny
people with pre-existing conditions.
The Affordable Care Act made it illegal to deny people insurance based
on pre-existing medical conditions.
It also made preventative screenings
free for everyone and created marketplaces where people could shop
for insurance with potential subsidies. Under Obamacare, more than
20 million people, some of whom
had never been insured, gained
health insurance. But where does
the government get sufficient funds
to cover this? “Taxes were placed on
the wealthiest Americans, there were
payroll taxes, Medicare was changed
a little bit, and taxes were newly
imposed on medical devices. There
were also fines imposed on individuals who refused to buy insurance, all
of this is what funded the ACA,”
explained Dr. McCann. What she is
referring to is the Individual Mandate—a wildly unpopular proponent of the ACA.
“Part of the genius of Obamacare is instead of expanding Medicare which is federal, he expanded
Medicaid which is state. So he
played into the Republican desire
for States’ rights. And state rights
are critical, I mean, what’s right for
people in Mississippi is not necessarily right for the people in Maine”
said Dr. McCann.
Obamacare is not perfect by
any means. As Dr. McCann put it,
“From the perspective of a hospital
administrator and a public health
physician. Despite being in effect since 2012, 30 million people
in America still don’t have health
insurance. Those who have coverage are experiencing sharp strikes
in health insurance cost. In Maine
insurance premiums increased by
about 22% last year.” As some may
recall, Healthcare.gov broke the first
day it was released. Some plans have
deductibles so high that they cannot
be used. People are frustrated that
the act does not guarantee keeping
the same physician and health insurance — as Obama promised.
Professor Nathan Tefft, Associate Professor of Economics at Bates,
spoke next about the economics involved in the ACA. Essentially, the
system stands on what economists
call “the three-legged stool.” The

first leg is restriction on health insurance companies, which is called
community rating. This is the idea
where, “you need to charge premiums within a narrow band across
the risk pool.... and the guaranteed
issue, which is the other restriction,
is that you are going to give somebody health insurance regardless of
pre-existing conditions.” Subsidies
are the second leg that supports the
ACA. Because low-income households who are not eligible for Medicaid cannot afford health insurance,
the government must provide tax
cuts or subsidies to provide incentive of buying health care. However,
there is a sliding scale in regards to
subsidies which introduces high
marginal taxes that dissuade people from working as much as they
would like. Ryan proposes to fix the
sliding scale through a flat tax credit
system based on age. It increases the
age rating band from 3:1 to 5:1,
meaning that the oldest in the population will be exposed to five times
the premiums as opposed to the
younger population. Now younger
people who make minimum wage
get significantly less coverage as rich
older folks. The last leg is the individual mandate that charges people
for not purchasing health insurance,
“Without the individual mandate
we’d have the issue of adverse selection, what adverse selection is if you
don’t require healthy people who
otherwise don’t need health care
to pay premiums regularly in case
they get sick eventually, then the
premiums for the sick pool is going
to need health insurance no matter
what is going to be higher and unaffordable.” The ACA works because
of this three-legged stool, and what
the American Health Care Act— if
written into law — proposes is removing or altering one of the legs.
The last speaker was Shannon
Banks ‘85, president of the board of
Oasis Free Clinics and an advocate
for universal health care. Her clinics
provide free primary care and mental care to low income residents of
the mid-coast maine area. This short
term she will teach a practicum
course on health care administration.
Oasis Free Clinics provides “primary
care, dental care, mental care to the
poor and the uninsured;” these typically are part of the the 30 million
Americans who are uninsured. A
huge problem with Medicaid is that
it does not cover the working poor,
who work long hours and multiple
jobs but cannot afford private health
insurance. She reflected, “we’ve had
patients come into our clinic who
haven’t had dental care in decades,
have multiple abscess teeth, get their
teeth pulled and go back to bagging
groceries that afternoon. Theses are
folks who are working hard and who
have been left out of the system we
currently have in the United States.”
Even if most people believe the American Health Care
Act was dead upon arrival, there is
reason for concern that it may be a
precursor to permanent health care
changes. Congressional Republicans are passing the health care act
as a budget bill to avoid filibuster,
and thus cannot have anything in
the bill that is not related to a budget policy— which leaves out a lot
of what Trump promised with his
healthcare bill. As Kevin Lewis said,
“it does save a trillion dollars, two
thirds of which go to tax cuts for the
one tenth of one percent.” Indeed
according to the Tax Policy Center
Analysis the top one tenth percent
would receive $197,000 in tax cuts.”
Although Trump promised to cover
everyone with this plan during his
campaign, it only increases the deficit of uninsured Americans who face
a growing need of health care.
“With healthcare is a bellwether
issue,” said Dr. McCann, “ how we
manage this phase our extraordinary
challenge with health care will impact me and certainly all of you as
you leave this place and go on to
marry, have children, and possibly
face illness or injury.”
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A perpetual teacher
William Borelli Ebert ‘20 interviews Chinese TA/LA Qi Zhu.

WILLIAM BORELLI EBERT
STAFF WRITER

Hello, I’m from China my name
is Qi. My major is teaching Chinese
as foreign languages, well, so then
why did I come here? Well, what do
I need to say again haha?
William Ebert: Tell me about
yourself.
Qi Zhu: Um, so I was born
in Jiangsu, China. It is really near
Shanghai. Um, actually I’m not a
very, I think that I’m not very good
at um talking to people, but I think
that I am a good teacher, because I
been learning this major for about
six year and am going to get my
PhD. And after that I think I will
be a Chinese teacher in China and
I think that I coming to Bates, is
another challenge for me, because I
had been teaching Chinese in China
for two years. That’s why I come to
Bates, this is a good college, and I
come here and want to see lots of
American people and and foreign
people studying, not in their mother language or area. It is also a challenge because, you know if you are
teaching Chinese in China, students
can always speak Chinese to another
student or to the teacher, but here
sometimes they don’t know how to
say some words, and if you ask a
question, in China, they always reply in Chinese to answer you, but
here they always say English and
that is why I need to fix my teaching
skills and I need to change this way.
I don’t think using their mother language is to teach their second language is a bad way to teach so it’s
really interesting, I can do lots of
research here.
WE: What was your life like
growing up in China?
QZ: When I was very young, I
was not a very good student if you
can imagine that. I don’t know how
I can finish my master’s degree and
continue my PhD, I don’t know
how?! When I was very young, I
really hated studying, but my parents were university teachers and
they always encouraged me to study
and happily they didn’t do lots….
they didn’t do lots to punish me, so
they just let me relax so I have other
skills: I am an archery player in China. I was a professional and can play
international games also, and was at
the World Cup. So if I quit teaching
job, I think I can be archery player
mmmm. You know when I come
into university, it is so hard, because I am not a good student, you
know the university exam in China

is very, very hard, you need to focus
and work 10 hours every day, it is
very hard, and then you can go to a
good university. When I went into
a university, I told myself: then you
can do it, that is not very hard you
can do it. So I tried to change my
way. Be a good student. I choose this
major because I think if you can be
a good teacher, that would be awesome and then you can let lots of
people and lots students know when
you can teach things to them. For
instance, for me my English is not
very good, because it is a second
language and I can [teach] them
(my students) Chinese and then
sometimes they can teach me some
English words, or some other language. It makes me very happy. And
after my university, I think I want
to continue to do the same major,
because I think teaching foreigners is very interesting, for example,
for American people, or Japanese
people, or Korean people, Chinese
is all a second language, but in each
culture they have a different way of
learning Chinese, um for example,
Japanese and Korean, they all from
Chinese characters in part, which
means that they do many years of
using Chinese characters but even
though Japanese and Korean they
have some characters like Chinese,
they have different pronunciation.
So maybe writing for them is very
easy but pronunciation is very hard
because in their minds, they always
think about another pronunciation
of the characters. But for American
people, they never know Chinese
characters. They always mix the
left part and the right part and top
part, so you need to tell them which
part should be like this. I think doing this research is also interesting. I
like to research. I have different student get different skills to help them
learn Chinese very quickly, and also
you know in China we can teach
students Chinese in three months
and then they can talk to Chinese
people, I think it is very interesting
and so quickly.
WE: Why did you decide to
come to Bates?
QZ: In China and in my university, we have lots of chances to
teach abroad, but I really like American, and I do research on American
people and I have never seen such
like a cold place like this! No, I like
the snow. I was born in the winter
on a really snowy day but in my
hometown, it seldom snows and it
is not having snow like this.
WE: What do you think of
Maine?

QZ: I think Maine is so cool,
there is not a lot of people so I can
relax and um, I think Maine people
always so kind. Really, really kind
they are so helpful and something.
I also I think Bates college is so
beautiful I really like the place, and
I also talk to students and they are
so happy.
WE: What do you think of
America?
QZ: So this is my third time in
America, and um America is a freedom Country, I like the way to study
and to living. They trust themselves
and they didn’t lock their home and
they trust everyone, and everyone
always trusts everyone. In China
everyone always we always catch
ourselves in place of the us, you always need to prove yourself, but in
America you always say not guilty
when you need to fight something
you don’t need to prove you are not
guilty. I think that way is good.
WE: Something you miss,
something you like?
QZ: One thing I miss from
home is food. Chinese food is so
good. And on a cold day, you can’t
go out for a walk. I miss my hometown and I miss Chinese food. But
in the meantime I am ok, I have lots
of students come to my office and
talk to me and ask me question and
be happy here.
WE: What is the most memorable experience you have had at
Bates?
QZ: Um, I never had a bad experience, um something that made
me very happy, is during the christmas holiday, I flied to Portland, and
I um I didn’t find any taxi that come
back to Bates and I saw a guy with
a uniform with Bates College and
um it’s a old lady, and then the old
lady come and talk to me and see
ask ‘oh are you from Bates? I graduated from Bates so many years ago.’
And she said ‘do you need to come
back to Bates?’ And I said yes! ‘Oh,’
she said ‘oh I can drive you back to
Bates,’ and I said ‘oh my god you
are so kind!’ This things can’t happen in China, even if we come from
the same school. Amazing you don’t
even know me, you don’t know if I
am a good person or a bad person
and I think it is very good. And I
think the funny thing is even in my
university we have a uniform, but
we never wear that, and I don’t know
why in Bates we like to wear that. I
think think, lots of students like to
use Bates thing, it is like a family.
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ENJOY YOUR STAY
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

Dancers sprawled on the Black Box floor wiat for the opening music to start. JAMES MACDONALD/THE BATES STUDENT

“Laura’s thesis is unique because
it engages the dancers as choreographers.” Instead of standing in the
front of the room chanting steps in
an eight-count rhythm, the choreography of this piece was collaborative.
“My cast had an equal voice
throughout the making of the work.
Most of the choreography in the
piece was generated by the cast. I
did not come up with the movement but rather directed the preexisting movement that they created
based on the prompts and tasks I
gave them,” said Pietropaoli.
The way in which this particular thesis was designed is not the
only unique thing about it. Dance

theses have both visual (the performed piece) and written components (the stereotypical thesis). The
process is more than just writing a
long research paper or performing a
study and analyzing its results. With
Dance, in addition to the time and
effort spent creating a live work,
students also have to complete the
stereotypical written work. As Pietropaoli states the physical, written
thesis is a “…more verbal look at the
creative process.”
But the aspect of research goes
into both the performed and written piece. Trying to decide on a
topic, Pietropaoli “did some intensive research on film directors and
composers…[like]…Wes Anderson,

Christopher Guest, John Ford, Terrence Malick…” Ultimately, Pietropaoli took all those perspectives,
and more, into account, but relied
heavily on the John Ford quote:
“When the legend becomes fact,
print the legend.” The cast and their
choreographer spent a lot of time
untangling that quote, all posing
different hypotheses about what it
could possibly mean.
That was also another bonding point for the ensemble. Cast
member Alex Eaton ’17, noted that
his favorite part of the process was
“exploring our relationships with
one another through the dance, I’ve
formed some really amazing friendships.” When a group of people

comes together for such an extended
period of time, grappling with interesting questions and themes they
form tight bonds.
Sitting in the audience, the
chemistry among the cast was easily
seen in the easy chit-chat the dancers wrapped up before the show began. Pietropaoli wanted her dancers
to feel comfortable and, by association, for the audience members to
feel that ease. “The title is Enjoy Your
Stay for a reason; I want people to
feel comfortable just existing in the
room and taking in what the cast is
offering them. They’re giving up a
little bit of themselves for the audience, and at the very least, I hope
the audience can just appreciate

what the cast is doing,” Pietropaoli
states.
At a liberal arts school such as
Bates, one of the main things we
learn is how to learn. A graduate of
a liberal arts school, no matter the
major, can be thrown into almost
any environment and succeed based
on that core lesson. Particularly for
a Dance major, Pietropaoli states
that “[e]ven if I’m not a professional choreographer or dancer, I
know that dance will always effect
the way I make decisions and think
about things.” Taking tools learned
at school in the classroom or on the
stage, Batesies like Pietropaoli and
her ensemble will go far.

Barakah Meets Barakah: We are living in disguises
ARIEL ABONIZIO
ASSISTANT ARTS&LEISURE EDITOR

“Phantom Punch: Contemporary Art from Saudi Arabia in
Lewiston,” was an exhibition full
of events. Since October 18, when
the show was inaugurated, Bates has
hosted talks, performances, tours,
and screenings.
Last Friday, March 17, one last
event took place: a screening of the
Saudi Arabian movie Barakah Meets
Barakah. The comedic drama was
premiered at the 66th Berlin International Film Festival and later
selected as the Saudi Arabian representative for the Best Foreign Language Film in the 89th Academy
Awards. The themes of the movie are
timely; discussions of development,
generational conflict, tradition, gender, class, culture, imperialism, and
Islam are central to understanding
the globalized, interconnected, and
cross-cultural nature of the twentyfirst century.
Barakah Meets Barakah is a nuanced love story. The plot revolves
around Barakah Urabi, a municipal
law officer in Jeddah, and Bibi, an
Instagram celebrity and brand representative in Saudi Arabia. Barakah
meets Bibi in an open-air photo
shoot. Bibi is not wearing an abaya,
the full-length dressing that covers
body and hair. Even though it is implied that the photo shoot is against
the law, Barakah does not break the
party and seems to find interest in
the strong, independent, and daring
character of Bibi.
In a discussion after the movie, I
found that municipal law officers in

Professor Loring Danforth and Leena Nasser ‘12 instigate a discussion after the showing.
JAMES MACDONALD/THE BATES STUDENT

Saudi Arabia are often stereotyped
as killjoys. Interestingly, Barakah
breaks this typecast; he is empathetic and lenient in his duty. Similarly,
Bibi’s identity is not reducible to the
stereotype of futile Instagram star.
As the storyline develops, Bibi and
Barakah get closer despite the segregations of gender in Saudi Arabia,
where unrelated men and women
cannot legally meet in public spaces.
Barakah Meets Barakah
has its own satirical tone. There is a
sense of subtlety in Barakah Meets
Barakah – things are not simple
and things are not always what they
seem to be. Every scene hides an
entire story. In the discussion that

followed the movie, one audience
member mentioned the disguises of
the characters that, at some points
cross-dress. These costumes are not
only a commentary on gender normativity in Saudi Arabia, but perhaps a larger statement about disguise itself.
The movie questions the simplicity of stereotypes. Ultimately,
Barakah Meets Barakah blurs the
dualism that seems characteristic of
foreign conceptions of Saudi Arabia. Bibi, for instance, complicates
the idea of generational differences
and gender normativity. Sometimes
she complies with her guardian’s
wills but sometimes she doesn’t.

Sometimes she is powerless in a patriarchal society and sometimes she
is the independent character who
dresses as a man to drive a luxury car
in a country in which women are
not allowed to drive.
The very first moments of
the movie are about censorship, attesting that the pixilation of some
scenes is not a statement about censorship in Saudi Arabia. Throughout
the movie, there are several pixelated
scenes of women’s faces and bodies
in advertisement, alcohol, and lingerie; however, the pixilation is not
regular. “If it is censorship, it is sloppy,” said one of the audience members in the discussion that ensued

the screening. There were scenes in
which alcohol and body parts were
not pixelated.
In times of extreme positions
and extremism, Barakah Meets
Barakah reveals the grey areas that
have no name, the intermediaries in
a larger continuum.
It is challenging to capture in
words the depth of Barakah Meets
Barakah. Throughout the movie,
there were moments in which the
plot would delicately enter the
realm of magic realism. One of the
side stories in the film shows a person carrying pink cotton candy on
the streets. In recent decades, Saudi
Arabia made efforts to restrict commerce to private spaces, directly impacting the nameless character.
Barakah never gets to stop that
person, who magically disappears
before his eyes. The peddler seemed
to simply carry joy with him. “His
disappearing is symbolic of the little
things that made people happy,”
theorized Leena Nasser, a Bates
alumna and Saudi citizen. The complexity, the longing for the past, and
the melancholy coexist with comedy
and love.
As we say goodbye to “Phantom
Punch: Contemporary Art from
Saudi Arabia in Lewiston” and to
some of the little things that make
us happy, Barakah Meets Barakah
teaches us to think beyond the
imaginary boundaries of dualism.
It leaves us with the hope that tradition inspires innovation and vice
versa. With every beginning comes
a new end; it may be time to admit
that beginnings and endings coexist.
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Loving the Bates live music scene Namuli: Climbing,
MATTHEW BODWELL
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

One thing I missed during my
semester abroad last fall was living
on a campus with a vibrant music
scene. Having been back at Bates
for a couple of months and having
attended three shows, it has grown
into something I cherish.
A jazzed-up version of the childhood staple “My Favorite Things,”
Gnarls Barkley’s “Crazy” with heavy
distortion, Daft Punk’s “Get Lucky”
with chorus drum-fills and an extended jam: these are a few examples
of the quality and variety of music
emitted from the guitars, keyboards,
basses, drums, and voices of Bates
students. No two student-shows are
the same, and just like it was for the
Grateful Dead, the audience does
not know what to expect and keeps
coming back for more.
One of the cool aspects about
live music is that it creates a mutually beneficial experience for
the performer(s) and those in the
crowd. Justin Demers ’18, guitarist
and vocalist for the student band
The Remedy, member of the Deansmen and co-president of the Bates

Musician’s Union elaborates on the
feeling he gets playing live music in
the smaller, more intimate venues
Bates has to offer. He describes it as
“a surreal, out-of-body experience
that is a synthesis of the senses.” You
feel each strum vibrate through your
fingers. You see a mass of students
an arm’s length away, most of whom
you know. You hear the sounds you
and your band mates have been diligently practicing the past few weeks
to create. And yes, you smell the
sweaty guy to your right.
Ian Clarkson ’18, of student
bands The Remedy and the Bates
Funk Band, as well as the Jazz Band
and Bates Orchestra, has played his
fair number of shows as the most
sought-after bass player on campus.
As a musician, he finds the opportunity to perform in small Bates
venues for his friends invaluable.
“Since I feel comfortable in the environment, it gives me the chance to
try new solos and continually create
new music,” he says.
What interests me is why these
student shows are always packed. It
would seem that as college students
seeking autonomy and variety in our
lives, we would prefer to chill in a
friend’s dorm room and bump our

latest Spotify playlist. “The fact that
you are seeing music made spontaneously in front of you…it’s like
why people love theater, whether
they know it or not,” describes Demers. “You could see a movie that’s
been edited, or you could be truly
present in the moment, dialed into
the performer and doing the art justice.”
There is a lot of truth to this.
We are very accustomed to final
products, a tendency that stifles our
ability to be in the moment. I often
catch myself half-listening to an album or passively watching a movie
because I am thinking about what
work is due next week. Yet it is quite
difficult to experience live music
passively. It grounds you, helps you
appreciate the process over the result
and realize that the journey is the
destination. This is something we
are all working towards, exemplified
by the wide variety of sports teams,
clubs, and class years represented at
student shows.
“The musicians at Bates don’t
try to define ourselves by any genre,”
remarks Clarkson with wide eyes.
“Live music here could really go
anywhere.”
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conservation, and
film meet in
Mozambique
BRIA RIGGS
STAFF WRITER

Until 1992, Mozambique had
been largely isolated from the rest
of the world. From 1977-1992, civil
war tore through the country. The
heavy use of landmines kept people
from moving or expanding into other areas of the nation. Mozambique’s
unique past, however, has created a
distinctive present and future for the
country’s landscapes. People were
unable to move during this long period of history, so much of the country’s open space was untouched and
thus preserved.
Majka Burhardt sees a
unique opportunity to use Mozambique’s unfortunate past as a way to
promote sustainable development
for the future. Burhardt is a Princeton alumna, professional climber,
Patagonia rock-climbing ambassador, and founder of Legado, a
nonprofit that strives to “catalyze
legacy-driven leadership to support
a flourishing future for the people
and biodiversity of Africa,” according to its website legado.org.
When Burhardt visited Bates
last Wednesday to promote Legado’s
short film Namuli, she instantly
made it known that the goal of the
project was to embrace Legado’s
mission statement with full force.
Namuli follows Burhardt’s journey,
along with a full team of climbers
and scientists, in their effort conduct an ecological survey on Mount
Namuli, Mozambique’s second tallest peak, while attempting the first
climbing ascent on the mountain at
the same time.
However, the central objective of this project according to its
website is, “to develop a community-based sustainable management
system around Mount Namuli to
conserve its rich and unique biodiversity as well as the critically important ecosystem services it provides to
surrounding inhabitants.”
As the film reveals the story of
Burhardt and the rest of Legado’s

work at Mount Namuli, it is clear
that Burhardt has invested her
whole self into this project, but also
knows that Namuli is not a project
for herself. Before the film started,
she said “this project would not be
successful if even one component
fell short. Everything, the science,
the climbing, the community partnership needs to work, and if the
people living on Mount Namuli
don’t want us there, then the point
is moot.”
Aside from Burhardt being incredibly engaging herself, Namuli is
equally so. The film is able to capture just how intense and passionate
the people working on the project
are. Regardless of their role, whether
they are a climber, scientist, filmmaker, or community member, each
person involved in this project has
invested fully into the mission statement of Namuli. And in just 23 days
at Mount Namuli, the community
and Legado’s team are able to forge a
partnership that leads to the finding
a new snake species, the southernmost record of a specific Caecilian
species (a legless amphibian), and a
total of 60 species documented to be
living in the Mount Namuli ecosystem.
The Namuli conservation project itself is an impressive feat, but
what makes it special is the short
film about the project’s process and
progress. Namuli allows us to see
the work in action and experience
Mozambique both in the auditory
and visual senses. The film allows
viewers to have an up-close look at
the people and organisms that live
on and around Mount Namuli. It
brings this legacy-driven project to
life with passion and intrigue. In its
23 minute run-time, this film is able
to transport viewers to Mount Namuli and also inspire them to want to
learn more. The beautiful shots of
the mountain, the organisms, and
the people catalyze an emotional
connection between viewers and
all elements of the Legado project.
You can watch the Namuli trailer at
www.legadoinitiative.org.

Arts and Music Weekly Calendar
Wednesday, March 22 - Tuesday, March 28
Wednesday,
March 22

Thursday,
March 23

Friday,
March 24

Saturday,
March 25

Sunday,
March 26

Charlotte Cramer ’19 dances
at {Pause}

VCS ft. Sam Burchfield

Africana Club Presents:
Akwaaba

Gala

On Emotion

Come for the “Under the
Sea” theme and stay for
the fantastic food

Directed by Colby Harrison
’17

9:00 p.m.

9:00-9:30 p.m. in Gomes
Chapel

Benjamin Mays Center

Fashion show, spoken word,
and Dance

No tickets required

Come after night class!

7:00 p.m. Olin Concert Hall

The Gray Cage

Free tickets for students

Festivities kick off at 8:30

2:00 p.m.
Gannett Theater
Free tickets for students
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An alphabetical News and notes from
journey into the Bates Athletics
English Premier
League: T and W

Winter weather pushes scheduled events back, Men’s Lacrosse
remains undefeated, and more.
game since their trip to California
over February break.

JAMO KARSTEN
MANAGING SPORTS EDITOR

Staff writer John Neufeld ‘17 continues his
examination of this year’s Premier League
teams. This week features teams starting
with the letters T and W: Tottenham and
Watford.
JOHN NEUFELD
STAFF WRITER

Tottenham
(Spurs)

Hotspur

F.C.

Overview: Tottenham F.C. is
located in Tottenham, Haringey,
London and was founded in 1882
by a group of boys from a Bible class
at All Hallows Church. They played
in the Southern League from 18961908 when they joined the Football
League Second Division. The club
is said to have taken its name from
one Harry Hotspur (from Shakespeare’s Henry IV), who frequently
wore riding spurs and had fighting
chickens that also had spurs. The
spurred cockerel has been in their
crest for over a century. The team
struggled in the 1970’s and was
briefly relegated before returning to
the top flight. In the 90’s, the Spurs
were found guilty of making illegal
payments to players, resulting in a
$600,000 fine, 12-point deduction
from the next season, and a one-year
ban form the FA Cup. After appeal,
the point deduction and ban were
removed but the fine was upped to
$1.5 million. The team struggled in
the early 2000’s before better managing helped them qualify for the
Champions League in 2006. Their
biggest rival is Arsenal. The team
has won the FA Cup 7 times, the
Football League twice, the Football
League Cup four times, the UEFA
Cup twice, and the UEFA Cup
Winners’ Cup once.
Stadium: White Hart Lane,
(36,284). Currently building a new
stadium.
Notable players:
Steve Perryman, D (1969-1986)
Jimmy Greaves, F, (1961-1970)
Dave Mackay, D (1959-1968)
Danny Blanchflower, D (19541964)
Harry Kane, F (present)
Hugo Lloris, GK (present)
Fun facts:
They are the only non-league

team to win the FA Cup (1901)
since the formation of the Football
League in 1888
Their team motto is “To Dare is
to Do”
They became the first English
team to win a UEFA competition
after winning the UEFA Cup Winners’ Cup in 1963
The team has a large Jewish following
They hold the record for most
goals in a Premier League game —
nine.
Watford F.C. (The Hornets)
Overview: Watford was founded in 1881 as the Watford Rovers in
Watford, Hertfordshire, England.
They joined the Southern League
in 1896 and, after winning in 1915,
joined the Football League in 1920.
They have spent most of the 20th
century in the lower divisions.
When Graham Taylor was appointed manager in 1977, the club was
in the 4th division. Ten years later,
the club had risen to the first division. Unfortunately, the team then
spent the next ten years in decline
before Taylor returned and brought
the team to the Premier League for
a year before falling down to the
Championship. In 2006 they came
back up to the Premier League for
a season before falling once more.
Last year they won the Championship League and are currently competing in the Premier League.
Stadium:
(21,438)

Vicarage

Road

Notable players:
Troy Deeney, F (current)
Luther Blissett, F (1975-1983,
1991-1993)
John Barnes, M (1981-1987)
Gary Porter, M (1984-1997)
Fun facts:
Elton John owned Watford for a
period of time
In 2002 the players and staff
agreed to a 12% wage cut to keep
the team financials afloat

Cancellations
The baseball team, anticipating
their first game action in New-England, had their scheduled doubleheaders against Brandeis and Husson postponed, due to Storm Stella
last week. The men’s lacrosse team
also had a home contest against
Endicott last Tuesday which was
cancelled. There are no rescheduled
dates at this point for any of those
contests. The lacrosse schedule has
moved steadily forward, but the
storm proved untimely for the baseball team, who have not played a

Lacrosse
The women’s lacrosse team
split their games last week, thumping Wheaton 18-7, and competing
on a snow-cleared Garcelon field
Saturday when they fell to Trinity
9-5. Camille Belletete ‘18 tallied
six goals over the course of both
contests. The women’s team is 3-3
overall and 0-3 in the NESCAC.
Meanwhile, the men’s team was victorious away against Trinity, moving
to 5-0 overall and 3-0 in conference
and continue to sit atop the NESCAC standings. Matt Chlastawa ‘20
led the attack with four goals. In the

first USILA national DIII poll of
the season that came out last week,
Bates ranked eighth in the country.
Tennis
The women’s tennis team travelled to Fredericksburg, VA to compete in the Blue-Grey Invitational at
University of Mary Washington last
weekend. They competed against
Whitman, Johns Hopkins, and
Mary Washington, falling in all
three matches by scores of 6-3, 7-2,
and 8-1 respectively. Men’s tennis
did not compete last weekend, but
will travel to UMW in Fredericksburg on Friday to compete in the
men’s blue-grey invitational.

UPCOMING
CONTESTS
Men’s Tennis
vs. Mary Washington @ Fredericksburg, VA
Friday, 3/24 @ 4:00 pm

Men’s and Women’s Rowing
@ Murphy Cup, Philadelphia, PA
3/25

Women’s Lacrosse
vs. Williams, Saturday, 3/25 @ 12:00 pm

Men’s Lacrosse
@ Williams Saturday, 3/25 @ 1:00 pm

Men’s Tennis
vs. Johns Hopkins @ Fredericksburg, VA
Saturday, 3/25 @ 2:00 pm

READ.THINK.SHARE
The Bates Student

Baseball
@ Salem St. Saturday, 3/25 2:30pm
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Men’s and Women’s Swim & Dive

A proposal for
Swimmers complete historic
Bates Athletics season with impressive
ssistant S orts ditor ri n olden ‘1 offers
a uni ue ers ecti e on the otential future of
ates athletics.
GRIFFIN GOLDEN
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

Another season and another
Trinity men’s squash national championship. This is a trend as sure as
Sunday garlic bread in Commons.
The Bantams men’s squash has
captured 16 of the last 19 College
Squash Association Team National
Championships. This includes a
streak between 1998 and 2012,
when the team won 252 straight
matches; the longest winning streak
in college sports history. This success
has brought a great deal of attention
from national media outlets. The
New York Times, Sports Illustrated
and USA Today have all published
stories about Trinity College squash.
In fact, ESPN ranked the Bantams
as one of the top 10 sports dynasties
of all time.
What has been the Bantam’s
secret to success? It’s not terribly
complicated. As reported by The
Student earlier this semester, Trinity
as a whole has shown a substantial
institutional commitment to attracting the best squash talent in
the world. Great players equals great
success; it’s really that simple.
Nevertheless, it’s an impressive
feat that a small school like Trinity
is able to be one of the best teams
in the country, and it’s something
Bates can do as well. In big time college sports (football, soccer, basketball, baseball etc.), Trinity, Bates, or
any of the other NESCAC schools
will never be able to garner national
attention. Bates, as a Division III institution, can compete for national
championships at that level. But
Division I schools regularly receive
national recognition in those sports.
As a smaller school, Bates lacks
the resources and draw that bigger
state schools offer athletes in major
sports. Additionally, as a Division
III program, Bates cannot offer
athletic scholarships, and is rarely,
if ever, featured on national television. Bates will never be able to attract the top talent in major sports,
but in a niche sport such as squash
Bates could potentially compete as

a top team.
Subsequently, my proposal is for
Bates athletics to emulate the model
that Trinity squash has set out. This
would mean picking a niche sport,
such as skiing, rugby, or sailing, and
recruiting top talent. Becoming one
of the top teams in a given sport will
bring notoriety, excitement, and
money to campus.
And the sport Bates should pursue is competitive video gaming.
Yes, you read that right. The official
term for competitive gaming is eSports; a growing number of colleges
have begun to form varsity eSport
teams. A handful of schools, including the University of California, Irvine, have even started offering partial scholarships to eSport athletes.
“We’re going to be the Duke Basketball of eSports,” said the director of
the Irvine eSport initiative.
College eSports fits Bates for a
number of reasons. First, it is played
indoors, which eliminates the disadvantage that Bates outdoor sports
teams face by virtue of being located
so far north. Second, if you take a
look at the list of colleges that currently have varsity eSport teams,
none of them have the same academic prestige as Bates. This prestige will give Bates a distinct edge
when it comes to recruiting. Last,
the establishment of a Bates eSports
program could be coupled well with
the rise of our digital and computational studies program currently
being formed.
Close your eyes and picture this
right now. A tour of prospective students walks through the quad on a
beautiful spring day. As they walk
by the chapel the tour guide says,
“Bates features the largest selection
of cereal in the country, one of the
best debate teams in the world, and
the best competitive gaming team in
the country.” One of the prospective
students, an accomplished artist as
well as video game enthusiast, perks
up their ears when they hear about
the eSport program. Six months later, that student is admitted to Bates,
and is an invaluable contributor to
the community over the next four
years.

STAY
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national meet performance

Sara Daher ‘17 turned in an impressive performance at nationals,
collecting six All-American awards, while the men recorded their best
finish in program history.
JAMO KARSTEN
MANAGING SPORTS EDITOR

The men’s and women’s swim
and dive season extends the farthest
into the spring of any winter sport.
Over the last weekend their drawn
out postseason finally came to an
end, culminating in the NCAA DIII
Swim and Dive National Championships in Shenandoah, TX. Only
a small cadre of swimmers, those
who qualified for the regional and
national meets, trained during the
three weeks between the NESCAC
meet and nationals.
“We… trained them very hard
for 2 full weeks after the (NESCAC)
meet to make sure they could handle
the rigors of a 4 day championship
meet,” said head coach Peter Cesares
in an email. “After those two weeks
of intense training to build up their
aerobic capacity were over we rested
them by doing a lot of pace work to
get them comfortable with their racing speed - and the fast swimming
that was coming.” Cesares, who is in
his 10th season at the helm of the
Bates aquatics program, and a collegiate All-American swimmer himself, is not unfamiliar with national
meet preparation.
“We do a ton of easy swimming,
mixed in with some pace work,” Sara
Daher ‘17, one of the Bates swimmers who competed in an array of
events last weekend, added in an
email. “It helps us remind our body
of what it feels like to race fast. The
easy swimming ensures our body is
recovering properly before, in between, and after races.” This mix
and match approach, put together
by Cesares, would prove effective in
Texas.
One hurdle the teams had to
overcome before they even started
swimming was their long, midsemester trip to the far south. “The
distance can be a bit tough to juggle,
as traveling isn’t the best for your
body on the way to a swim meet,”
Daher noted of the farthest distance
the team had to travel this season.
Arriving in Texas on Monday, two
days prior to its start, gave the Bates
swimmers an extra day to acclimate,
recover from their travel, and prep
for the meet.
After finishing fifth in the NESCAC meet, tying the best finish in
program history for the third year
in a row, the men’s team finished
24th out of 52 teams at the national

Emma Jarczyk ‘17 completes a dive at a meet earlier this year..
JOHN NEUFELD/THE BATES STUDENT

meet. This was another program
best finish, according to the Bates
Office of Sports Information. Teddy
Pender ‘18 led the men, finishing
11th in the 100 freestyle with a time
of 44.72, a new team record.
The women’s team finished in
13th place out of 51 teams, and
were anchored by another stellar
performance from Daher. Daher,
who had already collected 17 AllAmerican honors over the course
of her collegiate swimming career,
added six more to her record. For
swimmers, these awards are distributed based on each individual event,
giving swimmers like Daher, who
are able-bodied in a broad array of
events, the opportunity to tally such
a high number of honors.
With 23, Daher is unquestionably the most decorated Bates swimmer in school history, more than
doubling the number of awards any
other swimmer has received, ac-

cording to the swim and dive team
website. Her final collegiate performance will almost certainly vault
her into consideration as one of
Bates’ top athletes of all-time. “It’s
an extremely surreal feeling walking
away from my last collegiate meet
as a Bobcat,” Daher said. “I would
not be where I am today without
my teammates, coaches, family and
friends. It is quite an honor to represent Bates College and the swim
program at the most elite meet in all
of Division III.”
“The team overall swam great.
They handled adversity - both tough
swims that hurt and missed opportunities - and bounced back to swim
lifetime bests and score points at
the toughest meet of the year,” said
Cesares of his team’s performance.
“They had huge successes along the
way and learned so much about
what it takes to compete at the highest level.”
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